Abstract-Traditional MFCC phonetic feature will lead a slower learning speed on account of it has high dimension and is large in data quantities. In order to solve this problem, we introduce a manifold learning, putting forward a new extraction method of MFCC-Manifold phonetic feature. We can reduce dimensions by making use of ISOMAP algorithm which bases on the classical MDS (Multidimensional scaling). Introducing geodesic distance to replace the original European distance data will make twenty-four dimensional data, which using the traditional MFCC feature extraction down to two dimensional data. Experiments prove that MFCC -Manifold feature extraction methods has achieved a satisfactory effect in data volume reduction
INTRODUCTION
In the study of speech recognition, speech signal Feature Extraction technology is one of the important part of the signal Feature Extraction is usually refers to a model of group measured value transformation, to highlight the model representative characteristics of a kind of method, for the subsequent signal processing to provide necessary support, whether can extract the optimal characteristics of speech recognition system operation efficiency and success or failure has had a significant impact。 Manifold Learning (Manifold Learning) by Bregler and Omohundro published in 1995, Visual Speech Recognition for the first time in this paper carry [1] in 2000 on SCIENCE published three articles ISOMAP [2] [3] LLE and perception of Manifold hypothesis [4] , is considered Manifold Learning research upsurge start mark Manifold learning as there is the frontier of machine learning, and its theory system is not mature, has been successfully applied in face recognition and obtain good effect at present, manifold learning in speech recognition aspects of the application research is less, and HE put forward the famous idea of Laplacianfaces methods face feature extraction [5] , this method into the local geometric structure, from the manifold learning view feature extraction and geometry study, combining become at the beginning of this century algebra feature extraction especially projection learning classical case; M.LI and B.Yuan introducing manifold learning two-dimensional local keep projection (2 DLPP) [6] are also face feature extraction has made a certain effect, The Yale face database, AR face image library, FERET face database recognition rate were 92.11%, 58.67%, 50.50% Manifold learning whether the use of speech recognition, whether it can achieve better results, few studies. This paper put the Manifold learning used in speech recognition of the feature extraction, proposes a new MFCC -Manifold feature extraction method, to the low dimensionality reduction is effect, and the characteristic value of the data quantity have done a lot about minus.
II. SPEECH SIGNAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is usually in the speech signal endpoint detection process, signal feature extraction in speech recognition of very important position, the main reason for the original speech signal carries a huge amount of data, for hardware system operation burden in addition, the original speech signal contains a large number of random factors such as noise, etc. These factors on the final recognition rate has great influence on extracting the right speech signal characteristic parameters, can make the template training and pattern matching data features more obvious, at the same time compression data quantity, reduce the computation of the system, improve the operation efficiency .In speech recognition, the characteristic parameters in the time-domain are commonly used have amplitude (or energy), zero rate, etc.; Frequency domain feature parameters have linear prediction coefficient (LPC), LPC cepstrum coefficient (LPCC), pattern of parameters (LSP) has been created, the resonant frequency (the first resonance peak F1 and second resonance peak F2, third resonance peak F3), short time spectrum, Mel frequency cepstrum coefficient (MFCC), etc. The MFCC to report of the auditory feature, its performance and robustness is the best of all parameters.
III. MEL FREQUENCY CEPSTRUM COEFFICIENT(MFCC)
The human ear for different frequency speech have different perception ability, and the experimental found in 1000 Hz the following, perception ability and the frequency of a linear relationship between, and in 1000 Hz above, perception, and frequency paired number relationship. In order to simulate the human ear for different frequency speech perception characteristics, people put forward the concept of Mel frequency, its significance for: 1 Mel for 1000 Hz tone perception level of 1/1000.
Mel frequency cepstrum coefficient (MFCC) is based on the concept of Mel frequency brought out, its extraction and calculating process as show in figure 1.
Figure1. MFCC Calculation process schematic diagram
MFCC parameter has the following advantages:
Speech information mostly concentrated in the low frequency part and high frequency part vulnerable to environmental noise interference. MFCC parameters will linear frequency converted to Mel frequency, emphasizing the voice low frequency information, so as to highlight to identification information, shielding the noise interference. MFCC parameters without any hypothesis, in a variety of situations all can use.
A. Dynamic difference parameter
Speech signal dynamic parameter can well reflect the signal of the time-varying characteristics; usually we use difference parameter to represent the dynamic characteristics. Difference parameter is the current speech frame, before and after the frame speech signal corresponding to the characteristic parameters of the linear combination. Assume that the gain characteristics cepstrum parameter is p dimension, the first order difference calculation formula is as follows:
for difference of the scope of the frame, α is for conversion characteristics of the factor.
Similarly, the second order difference features:
（2）
In the experiment of endpoint detection usually after each frame of the speech signal extraction 12 order Mel cepstrum parameter, and then calculation MFCC parameters of the first order difference parameters, so that each frame speech signal 24 characteristic parameter values. This 24 characteristic parameter value representation a frame the characteristics of the speech signal. Because the first-order difference parameter of the extraction process, the k value is 2, also is the difference parameter by its two frames before the speech signal and in it after the two frame speech signal corresponding MFCC to find the parameters, so that the beginning of the speech and the last two frame signal can't find out the corresponding difference parameter. The paper will be effective speech two frame before and after two frame characteristic parameters to remove, the rest of the characteristic vector integral voice effective section of the feature space.
IV. BASED MFCC-MANIFOLD FEATURE EXTRACTION
Manifold learning as through the acquisition data set intrinsic geometric for data analysis .May be defined as: by finite sample point set to calculate in high dimensional space into Euclidean space of d dimension manifold M model problem .Briefly speaking, manifold learning goal from high dimension observation data to recover low dimensional manifold structure, to find a high dimensional space the low dimensional manifold. Realize the data dimension reduction or about data visualization and obtain appropriate mapping relation. ISOMAP algorithm the main thought is the original calculation of European distance between two points, with the side ground distance to replace, so more can describe the data between structures. Figure 2 (a) give the Euclidian distance between two points, (b) give the geodesic distance between two points, (c) for data in 2 d tile of Euclidean distance and side ground distance contrast. 
A. In the study of manifold ISOMAP algorithm
k is the first k a filter, K is total filter.
3) On the above (4) output energy do discrete cosine transform get beauty's frequency cepstrum
4) The discrete cosine change later got MFCC value with ISOMAP algorithm for dimension reduction. Finally get MFCC -Manifold characteristic value. In practical operation, in MFCC get after data, a data for N dimension, see it as a N a point, to calculate the distance between the two both get distance matrix, namely a diagonal element 0 and N order symmetric matrix, and then is the distance matrix as ISOMAP algorithm processing input data.
V. THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The experiment USES speech signal is in the laboratory environment quiet recording of "0" to "9" ten digital male voice section, every segment speech sampling frequency for 8 KHZ, 8 bit quantification, PCM coding. Each voice with 20 samples training, and then in another 30 a speech training samples. For convenience of shows that the characteristic value data quantity about loss of direct effect to MFCC feature extraction of characteristic value data quantity as the standard, the type definition:
Data ratio = (MFCC -Manifold characteristic value data quantity) / (Mel characteristic value data quantity) In front of the table 1 only "0" and " 1" two for  identification of the speech, and table 2 and table 3 for identification of the speech is "0" to "9" ten digital speech. Can be seen from table 1, and the traditional MFCC compared with its final recognition rate has little difference, while the data about reduce actually achieve 90% above. The experimental results show that in the final recognition rate under the condition of close, MFCC -Manifold of feature extraction, the data quantity are of great about minus. Table 2 and table 3 , can see MFCC -Manifold the final recognition rate is only 45% or so, and the traditional 88% compared with, is not very ideal, but the data about reducing the highest is above 90%, and in the operation efficiency, remote identification, involving data transmission, etc, it has certain practical significance. In addition, in table 1 and table  2 , the data show that the introducing manifold learning feature extraction, for reducing to several dimensional characteristic value peacekeeping ISOMAP algorithm selection of value of K in the final recognition rate the impact is not big. To add, manifold learning to data dependence is very big, the space structure of data is decisive influence for manifold learning, therefore, the test can only prove the experiment data, to reduce to a few dimensional characteristic values and ISOMAP algorithm selection of value of K in the final recognition rate the impact is little.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the speech recognition puts forward a MFCCManifold new feature extraction algorithm, and the results showed that the only "0" and "1" two for identification of the data, the recognition rate and the traditional Mel feature extraction are only 0.06, the data quantity about the reduction achieved satisfactory effect. But because the manifold learning is still in the theoretical level, especially in speech recognition application study is less, in a "0" to "9" ten to identify data, low recognition rate. In addition, in this paper to reduce the dimension of selection, ISOMAP algorithm near point K value selection to do some research, the experiment shows that the recognition rate of the impact is little, therefore, to improve the recognition rate, it is necessary to start from manifold learning theory itself to do further research, in addition, if you can choose such as Bayes decision and neural networks method instead of HMM to do training and recognition in order to improve recognition rate, whether can use the manifold learning direct substitution MFCC feature extraction to do will be this paper the next step of work. No matter how, Manifold learning as the latest machine learning, has set up a file in the face recognition obtained the certain achievement in China, in the future will be in the speech recognition as an important research direction to promote the breakthrough of speech recognition.
